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In a paper with the same title, to appear shortly in the Pacific

Journal of Mathematics, J. W. Neuberger showed that the problem:

W)-ay=g wither    (ya)    ]a-b\   yib)    ] + c\   y(c)   1
lp(a)y'(a)\ lp(b)y'(b)\ lp(c)y'(c)\

=    " where   a < b < c, p(t) 9* 0

for t in [a, c], p, q, g are real continuous functions on [a, c] and A, B,

C are real 2X2 matrices; in the determinate case, has a nonsym-

metric Green's function if B9*0. The purpose of this paper is to

generalize his result to higher order problems.

Consider problems:

(*) Y' = FY with AiY(a)+BiY(b) + CiY(c)=0 where Ai,Bu G and
k X k matrices, k > 1, Y is a ^-dimensional vector and F = (/",-,■) satisfies

/.-.      fa E C[o,«i, fa = 0 if j > i + 1 or i -f j is even,
fi.i+i(t) 9*0iortE [a, c],        i, j = 1, • • • , k and

(**) X' = HX with A2(X)(a) Ar B2X(b) A- C2X(c) = 0 where

H=(f*k+i-j,k+i-i), A,, B2, C2 are kXk matrices. Observe that H also

satisfies (1).

In [l] the author has shown that every equation of the form

Ly= X)f_i pty^=0 with piEC[a,c], pk(t)9*0, tE[a, c], has a vector-

matrix representation of the type Y' = FY with F satisfying (1), and

that X' = HX serves as an "adjoint" equation.

Let M=(mi/) and N=(ni/) denote the unique matrix functions

(see [31]) such that M(t, u)=IArfl,F(s)M(s, u) ds and N(t, u)
= IArflH(s)N(s, u) ds for all t, u in [a, c]. Throughout this paper we

will assume that A = [Ai + BiM(b, a) + CiM(c, a)]'1 and B

— [A2-\-B2N(b, a) Ar C2N(c, a) }~l exist. The existence of these inverses

is equivalent to problems (*) and (**), respectively, having no non-

trivial solutions. (The proof of this fact is entirely analogous to the

2-point case, see [4], and is therefore omitted.)

Let V=-ACiM(c, a), W=-ABxM(b, a), U= - BC2N(c, a),
Z=-BB,N(b,a).
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Define

(Mil, a)VMia, x) b<xgc,  agtgc,
(2) LU, x) = {

\Mit, a)iV + W)Mia, x)    a g x £ b, a g t £ c;

(Nit, a)UNia, x) b<xgc,  agtgc,
(3) /(/, x) =  <

\Nit,a)iU + Z)Nia,x)      a g x g b, a g t g c;

(LU, x) a < t < x g c,
(4) Kit, x) = i

[Lit, x) + MQ, x) a g * ^ * g c;

(JU, x) a < t < x < c,
(5) Git, x) = <

{Jit, x) + NQ, x) agxg, t g c.

We remark that A is a kernel function for (*) i.e. for any continuous

vector G the solution F=(y.) of Y' = FY+G with AiYia)+BiYQ>)
+ CiF(c)=0 is given by F(0 =fcaKit, s)Gis) ds for t in [a, c]. The

proof, again, is analogous to the 2-point case given in [4]. Observe

that for

-o-
o

G =     •    ,       yiit) =  f Kuit, s)gis) ds,

0

-g-

so that An is the Green's function of an ordinary boundary value

problem.

Theorem 1. If either Bi^O or B2^0 then there exist t, x in [a, c]

such that

Kuit,x) * (-l)*(Gu(x,0).

The following results are used in the proof of Theorem 1.

(6) Niu, l)Nit, x) = Niu, x)    for any t, u, x E [a, c]

(see [3]).

(7) mait,x) = i—l)i+>nk+i-j,k+i-iix, t) for x, tin [a, c], i,j = 1, • • •, k.

(See [2], p. 12.)

(8) For a given uE [a, c], muit, u), i= 1, • • • , k are linearly inde-

pendent on any subinterval of [a, c].

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose Kuit, x) = ( — l)*G*t(x, t) for all
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t, x in [a, c]. Then, using (2), (3), and (7) Lu(*, x) = (-l)*[.7?»(*, 0

+n*tix, t)]x, tE[a, c]. For agxgb, bgtgc, using (2), (3), (6), and

(7), we have

* *

X f»uit, a) zZ fai + «,,7)wJi(a, x)
•=i i-i

= (-1)* £ i-l)1+imiiit, a) £ (-l)***»/.*(a, *)«?+i_y,i+i_<
»=i =i

— zZ inuit, a)mikia, x).
i-l

Hence, using 8, w<y=(~"l)i+,+1"*+i-/,*+i-< — 8y—"«> Similarly for

a<xgc and b<tfS,c we get »y=( — l)i+)+1wJ+i_y,*+i_,- — 8<y. Hence

PF=0andPi = 0.
Similar considerations lead to P2 = 0. This contradiction completes

the proof.

Theorem 1 can be generalized as follows: Instead of (*) and (**)

consider

I. Y' = FY with zZtiAiYiai)=0 where A{, i = l, ■ ■ • , m, m>2,
are kXk matrices and a —ai<a2< ■ • ■ <am = cand

II. X'=HX with zZ?~iBiXia/)=0; B{, t = l, • • • , tra are kXk
matrices. Construct kernel functions A and G, for Problems I and II,

respectively, analogously to (4) and (5). We have

Theorem 2. i/ at least one of A{, Bf, i = 2, • • • , m — 1 is not zero,

then there exist t, uE[a, c] such that Kuit, u)?±i — l)kiGuiu, t)).

The proof is similar and is therefore omitted.

In the rest of the paper we develop similar results for the Green's

matrices A and G as a whole—rather than just the upper right hand

corner Au and Gik.

Henceforth F=(fij) is any kXk matrix of continuous complex

valued functions. Let H=ii — l)i+>fk+i-i,k+i-i); M, N, K and G are

defined as above. Let P=(( — l)*5».*+i—y).

Theorem 3. If either Bi^O or B2^0, then there exist t, x in [a, c]

such that

Kit, x) ^ - T-1G*ix, t)T.

Note. In the proof of Theorem 3 we use the fact that Mit,x)

= T~lN*ix, t) T— a restatement of (7). This is proven in [2, p. 12] only

under a more restrictive condition on F. However, the extension of
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the proof to the present setting is straightforward—the pertinent

fact being that H=-T~1F*T.

Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose K(t, x) = — T~lG*(x, t)T for every

t, x in [a, c].

For a<x<& and b<t<c we have

K(t, x) = L(t, x) + M(t, x) = M(t, a)(V + W)M(a, x) + M(t, x)

= M(t, a)[V + W A- l]M(a, x),

G(x,t) = N(x,a)UN(a,t).

A simple computation, see (7) above, yields

-T-lG*(x, t)T = M(t, a)[-T-lU*T]M(a, x).

Hence F+IF+7= -T~lU*T.

On the other hand for b<t<c, b<x<c, we have

K(t, x) = L(t, x) = M(t, a)VM(a, x),

G(x, t) = J(x, t) Ar N(x, l) = N(x, a)UN(a, t) + N(x, t).

A similar computation yields:

-T-1G*(x, t)T = M(t, a)[-T~1U*T-l]M(a, x).

Hence V= —T~lU*T—I; and therefore W = 0=Bi. Similarly one

can show that 732 = 0. This contradiction completes the proof.

Theorem 3 readily extends to n point problems for any positive

integer n>2.
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